
Safety Absolutes
Stop unsafe work - Never undertake work unsafely. Everyone has the right to stop work if it is unsafe.

A breach of Safety Absolutes is serious misconduct and will always result in Disciplinary action up to and including termination.

Danger

Life Saving Rules Non Negotiable Rules

ISOLATION

ALWAYS identify energy sources then 
isolate and verify effectiveness before 
working on plant and equipment.

NEVER remove a guard without confirming 
isolation is in place or written authority.

NEVER enter a locked gated enclosure  
without verified isolation or written authority.

NEVER perform live electrical work 
without written authority.

MOBILE PLANT

ALWAYS ensure you are competent  
and/or licensed to operate mobile plant.

ALWAYS operate mobile plant in  
accordance with the manufacturer’s  
requirements and Boral procedures.

NEVER use a Front End Loader, Forklift  
or Bucket as a work platform. 

HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES

ALWAYS perform high risk activities 
under appropriate authorised permit, 
completed competencies and a current 
SWMS.

ALWAYS work, walk and stand clear of 
suspended or supported loads unless 
authorised to do so.

NEVER enter a signed confined spaces  
without approved permit, competency  
and SWMS.

NEVER work within 2m of an unprotected  
edge where there is a risk of falling 2m  
without wearing correct fall injury  
prevention systems. 

DRIVING

ALWAYS ensure you are appropriately 
licensed for the vehicle, obey all the road 
rules and drive to the conditions.

ALWAYS check your surrounds and use  
a spotter where possible when reversing 
(including mobile plant).

ALWAYS ensure seatbelt is worn when 
driving. (Including mobile plant)

NEVER drive a vehicle on public roads  
without the appropriate licenses. 

NEVER use a hand-held mobile phone  
whilst driving without being permitted to 
do so. (By law or procedure)

SAFETY FIRST

ALWAYS wear correct PPE for the task.

ALWAYS be fit for work eg. not fatigued.

ALWAYS report incidents to your  
manager/supervisor.

NEVER  modify, disable or remove a safety 
device without authorisation. 

NEVER  operate under the influence of  
alcohol or other drugs.
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